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Abstract

The paper presents the analysis of factors influencing upon the time life of a fuel channel of
CANDU reactors built in Romania. Fuel channels are made of Zr-2.5%Nb alloy. Means and
methodology to detect cracking of fuel channels are described, as well as improvements to increase
life time of Chernavoda NPP fuel channels and national programme in this area.

1. INTRODUCTION

From 5 CANDU nuclear units which Romania started to construct, the first one has been in
commercial operation since December 1996. For a good operation and maintenance of these units it
is necessary to be known and prevented the defects which could occur. But to prevent the occurrence
of such defects you have to know the causes.

One of the most important system of a CANDU power plant is fuel channel system. During
the life time of a power plant an expected defect is the damage of the fuel channel.

2. SHORT DESCRIPTION OF FUEL CHANNEL ASSEMBLY

A fuel channel assembly consists of a pressure tube, two end fittings and associated
hardware. The pressure tube is connected at each end by expanded joints to end fittings and is located
inside the calandria tubes of the calandria assembly, so that annular gap between of these may be
filled with a dry and inert gaseous atmosphere. In the annulus there are 4 spacers (called garter
springs) which support and centralize the pressure tubes in the calandria tubes. The end fittings are
supported on two bearings at each end of the fuel channel and are sealed by a channel closure which
can be removed, stored and re-installed by the fuelling machine. In each end fitting there is a shield
plug which provides the required shielding.

3. ELEMENTS INFLUENCING UPON THE LIFE TIME OF A FUEL CHANNEL

The most important component of a fuel channel is the pressure tube. In the same time with
the building of CANDU higher power reactors, the pressure tubes have been improved in order to
accommodate the more severe operating conditions. The properties of the pressure tubes change
during service due to the high neutron flux, high pressure and temperature. In order to be compatible
with new operating conditions Zircaloy 2 was changed with Zr-2.5%Nb.

There are a lot of main factors which have the potential to affect the service life of a pressure
tube:

A - corrosion and change in a hydrogen concentration
B - dimension changes
C - changes in mechanical properties
D - integrity change
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A. Corrosion and change in a hydrogen concentration

Zirconium oxide and deuterium are products of the chemical reaction between the pressure
tube and heavy water. The loss of metal from corrosion is structurally insignificant but some
deuterium is absorbed by the tubes. If deuterium is present in the annulus between the pressure tube
and calandria tube, deuterium can also enter the tubes from the outside surface of the tube if the
oxide on the pressure tube loses its effectiveness as adequate barrier. When the hydrogen
concentration is above the terminal solid solubility, delayed hydride present in the tube material
could be cracked.

The cracking of the delayed hydride depends on the stress intensity for crack initiation, the
rate of crack propagation and the temperatures at which cracking can occur. Increasing of deuterium
concentration the possibility of delayed hydride cracking increases.

B. Dimension changes

Creep is defined as deformation due to stress and irradiation. Fast neutron irradiation induces
the pressure tube zirconium alloys to creep in both the diametral and also axial directions. It also
causes the pressure tube sag. Creep measurements show that axial creep rate is linearly proportional
to fast neutron flux and stress. Creep sag is defined as the deflection of the tubes in the vertical plan
due to a loss of stiffness caused by flux, stress and temperature.

Creep sag is limited by the number of channel annulus spacers and locations to prevent
contact between pressure tubes and calandria tubes. Another limit for the creep sag is the passage of
the fuel through pressure tubes.

C. Changes in mechanical properties

Fast neutron irradiation increases the strength of cold-worked Zr-2.5%Nb and reduces its
ductility.

Hydrogen in solution has very little effect on mechanical properties but when it precipitates
as hydrides it can reduce the fracture toughness and the ductile-brittle transition temperature. The
amount of the reduction depends on the number of hydrides and their orientation according to the
stress direction.

D. Integrity change
The unforeseen mechanical effects (lap flaws, scratches) change the integrity influencing the

life time of a tube. Cold-worked Zr-2.5%Nb is susceptible to a failure mechanism caused by high
stress and propagates during a thermal cycle by a solution of hydrides.

If a region of the pressure tube wall (which is hot) touches the calandria tube (which is cold)
it gets cool. If the temperature is below the terminal solid solubility, hydride precipitation will occur
and the thermal gradients will allow further hydrogen to migrate to the relatively cool zone and build
up a mass of hydride (bleaster).

Sag of the pressure tube could result in contact with the calandria tube. The volumetric
expansion blister and also the stress can make the blister fracture. Both the probability of blister
fracture and also the depth of the crack in the blister increase with blister depth. When a critical depth
determined by the stress is reached the crack outside the blister is propagated. Propagation of a such
crack in blister is dependent by the stress intensity developed by the acting stress (residual+service
stress) and the crack size. The higher hydrogen concentration the larger blister size will be.
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In order to prevent the blister formation is important to know:
- hydrogen concentration,
- position of the spacers to prevent the possibility of the contact between the pressure

tube and calandria tube,
-sag size.

Warning of possible blister formation is best achieved by measuring the deuterium ingress of
tubes that have high initial hydrogen concentrations.

4. CRACKING CONDITIONS AND WARNING MEASURES

A pressure tube can be cracked under the following conditions:
- presence of high residual and service stress,
- flaw on a pressure tube,
- high hydrogen concentration,
- presence of blister,
-a great sag which determines the contact between pressure tube and calandria tube.

The following measures has been taken in design in order to prevent the crack of the pressure
tube:

- replacement from Zircaloy-2 to Zr-2.5%Nb (the increase of deuterium from the oxidation
reaction is less in Zr-2.5%Nb and hydrating is at an acceptable limits),
- limitation the hydrogen quantity at the tube's manufacture,
- zero-clearance rolled joints between the pressure tube and end fitting in order to decrease
the residual stress,
- installation of 4 spacers instead of 2 between the pressure tube and calandria tube to
decrease the possibility of contact between them,
- surveillance of the operating conditions of the fuel channel.

If the crack of a Zr-2.5%Nb pressure tube occurs, it can not reached at the critical length
(when the crack is unstable) because as soon as the crack penetrates the pressure tube wall the
leakage is detected by the gas annulus system.

Gas annulus system is sealed and has a gas which is circulated and monitored for moisture
content. The system is sensitive to the ingress of small amounts of moisture and leaks can be detected
by dew point measurements.

Techniques and equipment have been developed to measure the operating conditions of the
channel:

- eddy current inspection for defects, spacer location, oxide thickness,
- ultrasonic inspection for defects in the rolled joint region,
- channel elongation which is measured by specific instrumentation attached to the fuelling

machines at each end of the channel,
-measurement of sag.

An equipment so called CIGAR (Channel Inspection and Gauging Apparatus for Reactors)
has been designed and manufactured in Canada and uses ultrasonic to measure diameter, volumetric
inspection in the body of the tube and the rolled joint, eddy current to determine the position of the
spacers, inclinometer to measure the sag.
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5. IMPROVEMENT REFLECTIONS OF THE LIFE TIME INCREASE OF A FUEL
CHANNEL AT CHERNAVODA NPP

The Romanian CANDU 600 NPP includes all up-to-date improvements. They are as
follows:

- Pressure tube of Zr-2.5%Nb instead of Zircaloy-2
- Manufacture of pressure tube material with a hydrogen contain limited to 11 ppm by

weight
- Zero-clearance rolled joints between the pressure tube and end fitting
- 4 spacers instead of 2 between pressure tube and calandria tube
- Tight spacers on pressure tube and gap between spacers and inside of calandria tube
- Checking of spacer location after installation by eddy current techniques
- Closed gas annulus and circulated gas
-Use of CO2 only.

6. ROMANIAN PREOCCUPATION CONCERNING THE LIFE TIME OF FUEL
CHANNEL

In Romania there are preoccupations to be well understood and learned the phenomena which
determine the life time of a fuel channel.

Our Institute CENTER OF TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING FOR NUCLEAR
PROJECTS together with the Research Institute Pitesti are preoccupied by the following aspects:

- Development of replacement technology of an activated fuel channel
- Design and manufacture of tools devices and equipment for fuel channel replacement
- Application of stipulations of the recent edition of the standard regarding the periodic

inspection
- Development of methods equipment and procedures for in-service inspection of pressure

tubes for knowledge of the following phenomena:
- Evolution of manufacturing flaw and service induced flaws (e.g. lap flaws, heavy

scratches, cracks)
- Creep ductility/stress rupture (dimensional stability)
- Blister formation
- Material properties degradation
- Delayed hydride cracking
- Manufacturing/commissioning/service induced flaws
- End fitting/pressure tube disbands.
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